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Baltimore Uprising 

The paper discusses the issues connected to the Baltimore uprising that 

occurred recently. Three theorists are used in the analysis of the Baltimore 

uprising case. The theorists are; Zygmunt Bauman, Michel Foucault, and 

George Mead. Baltimore uprising will also be analyzed through five key 

concepts illustrated in the readings. The Baltimore uprising is based on 

Freddie Gary. He is a black man aged 25 years, who was physically attacked 

on April 12, 2015 by police officers because he starred at them. His spine 

was seriously injured, and he died after one week as a result of inadequate 

medical attention. 

Many people in Baltimore have similar experiences. The Baltimore Police 

Department is considered as a terrorist organization, which is financed by 

the tax dollars, with the aim of beating members of the community with 

impunity. A total settlement of $6 million dollars has been given to innocent 

individuals who have been brutalized by the police. 

The first analyzed concept is that, human activity is based on habitualization.

“ Habitualization further implies that the action in question may be 

performed again in the future in the same manner and with the same 

economical effort” (Berger and Luckmann, 1966, p. 43). The Baltimore police

have continuously abused innocent residents of Baltimore, as illustrated by 

the 100 individuals killed recklessly during the past decade. 

The second concept is institutionalization. Institutions involve collectivity that

has adequate number of individuals (Berger & Luckmann, 1966, p. 44). The 

Baltimore uprising discussion illustrates the existence of a law enforcement 

institution, which is supposed to maintain law and order, and protect the 
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Baltimore residents as illustrated by both state and federal laws. The 

institution is the Baltimore Police Department. This institution has been 

under criticism in recent past, due to proven cases of police abuse. 

Thirdly, holocaust concept is illustrated in the current society. “ The 

Holocaust was born and executed in our modern rational society, at the high 

stage of our civilization and at the peak of human cultural achievement, and 

for this reason it is a problem of that society, civilization and culture” 

(Bauman 516). The Baltimore case illustrates holocaust case, because police 

brutality led to the death of 100 people in the past decade. 

The concept of the self is effectively illustrated in the Baltimore scenario. “ 

The self is something which has a development; it is not initially there at 

birth but arises in the process of social experience and activity” (Mead, 1934,

p. 348). The Baltimore uprising developed out of the frustration of the black 

populace. The Baltimore police are out of control, and thus they do not care 

about the interest and the welfare of the residents. 

The fifth concept is the impact of protests on the society. The initial protests 

were peaceful in Baltimore. Diverse protestors occurred as from April 19, 

2015, in reaction to the death of Freddie Gray. The residents expressed their 

dissatisfaction in the manner in which the police harass residents, especially 

the Black Americans. 
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